RESOLVING CONFLICTS
VITAL LEADERSHIP

In today’s business environment, with minimal face-to-face
interaction and a focus on telecommuting and remote work
relationships, effective communication is more critical than
ever. The ability to send clear, concise messages and
listen well can mean the difference between successful
business relationships and lost productivity.

Diverse work teams promote creativity and ideas, which can bring exceptional outcomes. They can also foster
conflict when individuals bring to the table different personalities and work styles. Managing those differences
quickly and effectively can mean the difference between a minor “speed bump” and a major roadblock, which
can diminish the morale and productivity of one team member or the entire team.

MANAGING COMPLAINTS EFFECTIVELY BRINGS SUCCESS
Workplace conflicts are unavoidable; the key is to
control and reduce their effect on business. By
keeping the team focused on performance and
minimizing the
effects of inevitable conflicts, supervisors, team leaders
and managers can greatly improve their team’s
productivity and effectiveness.
The Vital Learning Resolving Conflicts™ program equips
supervisors, team leaders and managers with the tools to
recognize conflict and handle it quickly and effectively. By
understanding the signs of conflict and finding the root
cause, managers can eliminate the issues and minimize
the negative effects. Facing conflicts directly allows leaders
to preserve the integrity of their teams and demonstrate a
commitment to individual performance and growth.

Resolving Conflicts helps managers develop skills to
identify the source of team member conflicts. Using
effective communication and management techniques,
managers can help individuals see the situation from
another point of view and move beyond the conflict.
Managers will also learn about the positive and negative
aspects of conflict and how some conflict can be
beneficial.
Throughout the course, supervisors, team leaders and
managers review video presentations and case studies,
participate in group discussions, practice new skills, and
receive immediate feedback. The program provides them
with implementation tools, a troubleshooting guide and
additional resources to help them apply the skills they
have learned on the job.

ESSENTIAL COURSE MATERIALS
Resolving Conflicts is available for classroom training and
can be offered at the Woodall Center or at your company.
Participant Workbook
• P r o v i d e s exercises, forms, skill practice aids and
a video synopsis
• O f f e r s a job aids section with tools and
resources for applying course skills
Video
• P r e s e n t s an introduction followed by a
scenario depicting positive use of the program’s
skill points
• P r o v i d e s video segments that focus on
modeling positive behavior for skill practices
• O f f e r s scenarios for both office and
industrial/other settings

BENEFITS OF
RESOLVING
CONFLICTS
Call one of our project
managers to schedule
a class for your
company today.
Lee Bell- (601) 5544647 lbell@prcc.edu
Stephanie Howse(601) 554-4643
showze@prcc.edu

Program is designed for ten to 18 participants to
complete in four to five hours.
Course participants receive hands-on
experience practicing the program’s skills and
methods.
Participants learn to accept conflict as an
inevitable part of work situations and deal with it
in order to maintain individual and team focus
and productivity.
Participants learn to recognize the positive and
negative effects of conflicts and leverage conflict
to everyone’s advantage.
Participants learn to distinguish between the two
major sources of conflict so each conflict can be
resolved fairly and effectively.
Participants learn to establish a cooperative
atmosphere to resolve conflicts when they arise.

Resolving Conflicts is a trademark of Vital
Learning.

